
Safety. 
Is. 
Everything.
Solutions that meet today’s dynamic 
and demanding challenges and deliver 
results you can count on—every day.

EXPLORE SOLUTIONS 

https://www.abr.com/safety-is-everything


Today’s unprecedented business 
climate has created an increased 
demand on distribution centers, 
forcing transportation and 
logistics to do more with less. 
AB&R and Honeywell provide 
solutions that face this challenge 
head-on and put worker safety, 
security, and productivity at the 
center of your distribution center.

Barcode Tracking
Mitigate risk with AB&R’s inventory barcode tracking solution. Track 
and manage your entire inventory from any location, and implement a 
customized tracking system that displays inventory location and essential 
item details. AB&R’s barcode systems increase efficiency and improve data 
accuracy by eliminating manual data entry errors.

RFID Solutions 
With varying levels of technology and automation that meet the 
complexities of your day-to-day operations, AB&R’s RFID solutions, services, 
and products can help you elevate your supply chain to a whole new level. 
Identify, track, and manage critical assets through the entire supply chain 
process, from the office and field to the warehouse and distribution center.

Inventory Tracking and Management 
Improve your bottom line with AB&R’s solutions in hardware, software, 
and services that seamlessly manage your inventory and tackle the most 
daunting workflow challenges. Incorporate voice-enabled picking and 
start seeing increased savings from your team’s enhanced accuracy and 
productivity.

Fleet Management 
Maximize efficiency and minimize risk for your transportation vehicle 
systems with real-time visibility of your vehicles’ locations, status, 
and diagnostics. AB&R utilizes best-in-class software to promote 
comprehensive fleet management through GPS vehicle tracking, security, 
control measures, mechanical diagnostics, and route optimization.

Mobile Workforce
Capitalize on mobile workflow solutions that enable productivity, quality, 
and responsiveness throughout your entire T&L operations.  

 Proof of Delivery ensures delivery tracking and signature capture.

 Package Tracking utilizes the latest barcode tracking software, mobile 
computing hardware, and package shipping software to monitor and 
control the flow of shipments.

 Global Asset Tracking Systems include advanced tracking and mapping 
applications, multi-purpose satellite terminals and battery-powered 
terminals to track, monitor, and protect high-value assets.

Featured Solutions

Supply chain pressures are 
putting heavy burdens on 
transportation and logistics 
operations. While safety is 
fundamental, efficiency and 
productivity are also paramount. 
Distribution centers have been 
forced to adapt to these changing 
priorities, while operating in a 
safer, faster and more efficient 
manner. Given the recent 
demands, AB&R and Honeywell 
have partnered to deliver T&L 
products and solutions that 
streamline workflow processes, 
maximize worker performance, 
and ensure overall safety.



8680i Wearable Mini Mobile Computer
The 8680i Wearable Mini Mobile Computer is Honeywell’s most advanced, high-performance 
Bluetooth® scanning solution. The compact, lightweight, and ergonomically designed mobile 
computer can be comfortably worn on one hand and is designed to streamline high-volume 
workflows with increased speed and efficiency.

UV Cleaning
When it comes to safety, the UV-C light solution is the answer. Medical professionals and 
flight crews trust this device to disinfect surfaces in ambulances, hospital rooms, airplanes, 
etc. Replacing harsh chemicals and designed to eradicate harmful bacteria from frequently 
used devices, the stand-alone model sanitizes devices in mere minutes.

Featured Products

Ensure Accuracy and Optimize Asset Performance With AB&R Solutions
AB&R provides transportation and logistics solutions, cutting-edge technology, and elite products 
that enable a better connected and more agile workforce. Our goal is simple. We want to meet 
ALL of your goals: increased efficiency, reduced expenditures, and improved safety conditions.

In this vein, AB&R has partnered with Honeywell to bring you the power of a dynamic platform – 
Mobility Edge. Honeywell’s Mobility Edge is a unified hardware and software platform for mobile 
computing that delivers enhanced security and extended lifecycle for your mobile devices. With 
versatile, out-of-the-box functionality and a rapid provisioning suite, Mobility Edge expedites 
development, certification, setup, and training. Validate once and deploy everywhere.

Take the necessary steps to ensure your enterprise is safer, more competitive, more productive, 
and more profitable. This happens by partnering with the best. AB&R has more than 40 years 
of experience with Automated Identification and Data Capture (AIDC) services and is a Platinum 
Performance Partner with Honeywell. We’re the barcode and RFID experts, so you don’t have to be.

Find out what your business has 
to gain from the right solutions.
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